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Shrinking returns from traditional investment fund strategies are making the alternatives sector, 
most notably infrastructure, attractive to investors including pension funds and sovereign 

wealth funds.

Meanwhile, the need for investment into infrastructure in both developed and developing 
countries is forecasted to grow. It is estimated that to meet the UN’s Sustainable Development 

Goals, $12 trillion will need to be invested between now and 2030.

In recent years, the island’s investment funds industry has helped both institutional and private 
investors deploy capital into a range of infrastructure projects across the globe, including:
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Guernsey has a mature investment funds industry, with some 1,000 investment funds domiciled in the island, 
spanning alternative assets such as private equity, real estate, infrastructure and debt. 

Flexible, pragmatic financial regulator 
The Guernsey Financial Services Commission 

(GFSC) has a reputation for its flexible, pragmatic 
and open door approach, while maintaining the 

highest standards of regulation. 

Speed to market 
It is possible to take products, both regulated and 

unregulated, from inception to launch in a very short time 
compared to other jurisdictions.

International finance centre 
for more than 50 years

Leading jurisdiction 
Guernsey is home to more non-UK 

entities on the London Stock Exchange 
than any other jurisdiction.

Experienced professionals 
Guernsey is home to experienced professionals and 

providers of legal, tax and accountancy services. 

Home of The International Stock Exchange (TISE)
TISE is home to more than 1,500 listed debt securities with a 

combined face or issue value of more than £250 billion.

The exchange’s international recognitions allow securities listed 
on TISE to avail of the Quoted Eurobond Exemption, which permits 

interest to be paid to the investor free of UK withholding tax.
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Why guernsey?



Guernsey is home to experts in establishing closed-ended 
investment funds and administering alternative investments. 

For this reason above all others, Guernsey should be the 
home of your infrastructure fund too.

HICL is a long-term equity investor in infrastructure. The 
company aims to deliver inflation-correlated returns to 
shareholders while facilitating the delivery of essential 
public services in the UK and elsewhere.

HICL’s principal objective to is to deliver predictable and 
sustainable dividends to its shareholders. The company’s 
dividends are derived from inflation-correlated cash flows 
produced by a portfolio of infrastructure investments 
positioned at the lower end of the risk spectrum.

Approximately 90% of the company’s shareholders are 
UK resident and half are retail investors (either directly 
or through intermediaries).

Guernsey is home to infrastructure funds managed 
by some of the world’s best-known managers: 

Number of funds

* Figures as of the end of December 2016

Value of funds

infrastructure funds in GuernseY

Case Study: HICL Infrastructure 
Company (HICL)

Guernsey is a centre 
of excellence for 
the administration of 
investment companies. 
Being structured as a 
Guernsey company 
enables HICL to provide 
retail investors the 
same opportunities as 
institutional investors 
when seeking 
equity investment in 
infrastructure projects.

InfraRed 
Investment adviser to HICL 

27 £16.4 bn
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Expertise in infrastructure funds



Europe The rest of the world

Tax and regulatory structuring is essential to satisfy the objectives of the investment manager. The intended investor base and the location of 
the investments drive the choice of structure, which removes (or at least minimises) costs that negatively impact returns.

Guernsey provides the full range of structuring options, from regulated platforms to unregulated co-investment vehicles, and utilises all manner 
of legal entities.

The Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) is a 
European Union (EU) directive that places hedge funds and other 
alternative investment firms into a regulated framework.

Firms wishing to market EU investment funds to European investors 
must comply with every condition of the directive, which stipulates 
numerous disclosure requirements and operating conditions upon 
the firm. The cost of compliance can be significant.

Alternatively, firms wishing to market Guernsey-domiciled investment 
funds to European investors can do so under National Private 
Placement Regimes (NPPR). These firms need only comply with 
minimum EU standards (plus local requirements as applicable), 
greatly reducing the cost of compliance.

All Guernsey-regulated funds are eligible to be marketed 
into Europe in accordance with the AIFMD under NPPR.

Managers with no ambition to raise capital in Europe, or who 
consider the EU’s regulatory requirements overly burdensome, 
can take advantage of Guernsey’s non-EU status.

For those firms, Guernsey offers a proportionate 
regulatory regime administered by a pragmatic 
regulator in the GFSC, which is utilised by managers 
from all over the world, including North America, 
South Africa, the Middle East, Southeast Asia 
and China.

Over 50 years, Guernsey has built a good reputation 
with foreign governments and regulators, and with 
both private and development finance institutions 
(DFIs), which make it an excellent base from which 
to raise capital.

Fundraising in…
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Raising capital



Regulated investment funds in Guernsey typically fulfil the definition of a collective investment scheme, that is where –

However, there are many instances of structures in Guernsey where one or more of these features is absent,
 such as co-investment vehicles and club deals, which may choose to remain unregulated in Guernsey.

Unregulated structures
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1. 2. 3.Capital is pooled from 
multiple investors

Invested with the intention 
of spreading risk

Invested under the direction of 
a professional investment manager

A final word



For those structures which do 
not require regulatory oversight, 
an unregulated structure offers 

a clear advantage to their 
sponsors and investors.

Same 
service

Unregulated structures are
administered by the same 
expert service providers as 

their regulated counterparts.

For half
the price 

Unregulated structures 
are typically administered 

for half the price.
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Why remain unregulated?

Find a practitioner today!
To find a partner in Guernsey, visit our 

business directory at weareguernsey.com



weareguernsey.com

+44(0) 1481 720 071 info@weareguernsey.com

Guernsey Finance, PO Box 655, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3PN


